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Following the triumphant compositions Lawren Harris developed during his 1930 trip to the Arctic with A.Y. Jackson, the rest of the first half of the 1930s was troubled. He was painting very little and the Group of Seven was dissipating. His life was in crisis—his marriage was in a shambles, and in 1934 he left his wife of 24 years, Trixie, for his friend’s wife, Bess Housser. The new couple filed for divorces in Reno, Nevada, that summer, married a few weeks later, and to avoid the scandal’s fallout in Toronto society, left Toronto for Hanover, New Hampshire.

Soon after his arrival in Hanover, Harris resumed painting and continued to abstract his images more overtly. He was also actively exhibiting in Boston and New York. Back in the swing of things, Harris executed his graphite drawing Study for Composition 10, circa 1937. Like his other abstractions of the period, this one derives from the landscape. A large triangular mountain defined by straight edges and arcs radiating laterally from its peak hovers above a predella of a mountain range. From the study to the painting, Harris made a 90-degree counter-clockwise rotation, eliminated the predella imagery and developed a more sophisticated linear design that employed his awareness of Jay Hambidge’s book Dynamic Symmetry (1920).

Following Roald Nasgaard’s convincingly drawn connections between Harris’s aesthetic and the modern art and design he saw in the United States, Composition 10’s luminous overlapping and intersecting surfaces suggest images of industrial objects included in publications such as the Museum of Modern Art’s Machine Art (1934). The translation of textures into black and white, photography’s “objectivity,” and the disruption of size and scale through reproduction are reworked by Harris into paintings with no hint of scale. These works used his distinctive blues, yellows, burnt sienna and raw umber and created new worlds of internal light and logic.

Composition 10 was one of four abstract paintings Harris sent back to Canada for inclusion in his first showing of abstract paintings, at the 1937 Canadian Group of Painters exhibition. In his review of the exhibition, Augustus Bridle, an early champion of the Group of Seven, expressed disappointment with Harris’s abstractions, saying they were “just mystic symbolism, elegant, ghostly, impossible.” Not for the first time, Bridle was unprepared for Harris’s new paintings.

Composition 10 was well beyond Harris’s Canadian peers and more attuned with the Russian artist El Lissitzky’s Proun paintings, three of which were shown in the Société Anonyme’s 1927 International Exhibition of Modern Art at the Art Gallery of Toronto, a show for which Harris had advocated. Composition 10 is like some of the Prouns as it is a viable composition from any orientation—it was reproduced upside-down in New Mexico around 1939 and was listed as a horizontal painting in the 1948 Art Gallery of Toronto exhibition catalogue.

From Hanover, the Harrises moved to Santa Fe, New Mexico, in September 1938 and became engaged with the abstract painters who formed the Transcendental Painting Group that year. In late September of 1938, Harris wrote Eric Brown (director of the National Gallery of Canada) asking for the four abstractions shown in the 1937 Canadian Group of Painters exhibition to be sent to him in Santa Fe, and they appear to have been entered in Harris’s exhibitions there. He was included in the American Art Today show at the 1939 World’s Fair when his Transcendental Painting Group colleagues were charged with selecting art from New Mexico and included him as one of their own.

Soon after Harris’s 1948 Art Gallery of Toronto retrospective, Northrop Frye described Harris’sincremental developments as metamorphoses punctuated by periods of experiment. To Frye, Harris was the only important revolutionary painter in Canada, and in a nearly 60-year career with many turns and triumphs, Composition 10 stands out as one of his sure-footed statements of ambition and achievement.

We thank Gregory Humeniuk, art historian, curator and author, for contributing the above essay. The author is indebted to Dennis Reid’s cataloguing of Composition 10 in his catalogue Atma Buddhi Manas.
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Dennis Reid, Northrop Frye and Fredrik S. Eaton in front of Composition 10 at Atma Budhhi Manas, Art Gallery of Ontario, September 26, 1985
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